PRECISION CLEANERS
DUSTER
Moisture-free dust and lint remover that effectively removes dirt, dust, lint and other contaminants with a dry blast of air.
Safely eliminates debris from sensitive electronics, appliances and equipment.
Applications: Circuit breakers, computer components, contacts, electronics, lab equipment, light sockets, locks, office
equipment, PC boards, PCs, photographic equipment, radios, PCV Valve, sensors, smoke detectors, stereos, switches,
telephones, televisions, VCRs.

Code: 5185 / MD-CO4090
(12 p/box)

QD CONTACT CLEANER
Plastic safe, quick drying and leaves no residue. Ideal for applications where lower flashpoint solvents can be used.
Flammable, quick drying, complete evaporation.
Applications: Telephones, PCs, relays, edge connectors, tape heads, bus bars, circuits, contacts, printed circuit boards,
switches & breakers.

Code: 2130 / MD-CO0040
(12 p/box)

NF CONTACT CLEANER
Instantly removes grease, oil, dirt, flux and other contaminants. High purity formula evaporates rapidly and leaves no
residue. Non-flammable, no flash point, might harm certain plastics (test first).
Applications: Relays, switches, circuit breakers, alarm and signal systems, printed circuit boards, connectors, generators,
contacts, laboratory and test equipment, motor and motor controls, sensors, flux removal, terminals, plugs and jacks.

Code: 2017 / MD-CO0130
(6 p/box)

INDUSTRIAL DEGREASERS AND CLEANERS
LECTRA CLEAN
Quickly and effectively removes grease, oil, tar, dirt, grime corrosion, sludge and other stubborn substances to increase
operating efficiency of electric motors and equipment. It offers quick and effective degreasing action, fast evaporation
and leaves no residue.
Applications: Energised electrical cleaner

Code: 2018 / MD-CO1010
(12 p/box)

BRAKLEEN
Quickly and safely removes brake fluid, grease, oil and other contaminants from brake linings, pads, drums and
callipers. Non-staining, non-corrosive and leaves no residue. Safely settles and removes asbestos dust from brake
assemblies, preventing inhalation of airborne particles.
Applications: ABS, disc, drum, brake cylinders, brake drums, brake linings, brakes shoes, callipers, clutch discs, disc
brake pads, discs. Safe for use on all brake systems, including springs and wedge brakes.

Code: 5089 / MD-CO0110
(12 p/box)
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NATURAL DEGREASER
A blend of natural citrus and organic solvents that effectively clean and degrease. Leaves no sticky residue.
Applications: Air tools, mechanical brakes, clutches, chains, wire ropes, motors, dies, molds, parts, bearings, generators
and compressors.

Code: 14005 / MD-CO1060
(12 p/box)

HYDRO-FORCE INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH DEGREASER
Upon contact instantly begins to hunt-down, break-up and lift-off heavy deposits of grease, oil and dirt. Non-flammable,
safe on most plastics, biodegradable and non-abrasive. Perfect for machinery, motors, concrete and non-porous
surfaces. Use caution on soft metals and painted surfaces.
Applications: Tools, grills, tyres, engines, drives, motors, shop equipment, lawn equipment, fabric, floors, appliances,
vents, tubs, sinks, showers, plastic, fibreglass, canvas, vinyl, pressure washers, vehicle washing, walls, chrome, stainless
steel, polished metals, etc.

Code: 14414 / MD-CO1050 (12 p/box)
Code: 14417 / MD-CO5470 (19ℓ - 1 p/box)
Code: 14416 / MD-CO5460 (1 Gallon)

LECTRA CLEAN II LOW VOC
Upon contact it instantly begins to hunt-down, break-up and lift-off heavy deposits of grease, oil and dirt. Nonflammable, safe on most plastics, biodegradable and non-abrasive. Perfect for machinery, motors, concrete and nonporous surfaces. Use caution on soft metals and painted surfaces.
Applications: Electric motors, fusible disconnects, switch-gears, transformers, circuits, insulators, relays, switches, air
tools, mechanical brakes, clutches, chains, bearings, generators, compressors, pumps, tools, dies, molds and many other
electrical/industrial equipment.

Code: 2120 / MD-CO1020
(12 p/box)

MULTI-PURPOSE
3-36 MULTI-PURPOSE TECHNICAL GRADE
Plastic safe lubricant, penetrant & corrosion inhibitor that helps prevent electrical malfunctions caused by water penetration,
humidity, condensation or corrosion. Restores resistance values & helps stop current leakage.
Applications: Connectors, relays, circuit breakers, transformers, switchgear, motors, generators, controls, instruments,
communication assemblies, electronics, alarm systems, starters, tubing, castings, gear, weld rod, wire, etc.

Code: 92088 / MD-CO05420
(RSA Technical Grade) (12 p/box)

5-56 MULTI-PURPOSE LUBRICANT & PENETRANT
Multi-purpose product with superior penetrating power that breaks through rust and corrosion while it cleans away scale
and dirt. Eliminates the need for many disassembly operations. Lubricates, penetrates, eliminates moisture and protects
against corrosion.
Applications: Metal components, engines.

Code: 5005 / MD-CO2070
(Powerlube) (12 p/box)

Code: 5005A / MD-CO2075
(5-56) (12 p/box)
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LUBRICANTS
FOOD GRADE SYNTHA-TECH LUBRICANT
A non-flammable unique blend of synthetic lubricants that utilises PTFE, anti-wear and extreme pressure additives to
increase equipment life and performance. Its long lasting film minimises surface contact thereby extending lubricating
intervals.
Applications: Bearings, gears, linkages, motors, chains, cables, rollers, guide bars, pulleys, cams, valves, ball joints, hinges,
slides, cutting tools, taps, dies, pistons, handling equipment, conveyors, hoists, lifts, doors, fans, and processing equipment.

Code: 3054 / MD-CO2030 (12 p/box)

CHAIN LUBE
Advanced, high-performance, synthetic lubricant providing excellent protection for chains, open gears and exposed metal
surfaces subject to severe loading. Sprays on like a liquid to penetrate deep, sets up like a grease for outstanding loadbearing protection.
Applications: Drive chains, open gears, hoists, winches, pulleys, fork lifts, rollers, garage doors, bushings, seals,
o-rings, and wire ropes.

Code: 5012 / MD-CO2160 (12 p/box)

GEL-TAC
Ideal to use on highly loaded reciprocal moving parts. Operates in a temperature range of -35°C to +300°C. Compatible
with O-ring chains. Water resistant, multi-purpose lubricant that is as specially formulated blend of high quality synthetic
oils, with anti-wear additives, friction modifiers and tackiness agents.
Applications: Conveyors, hinges, forklifts, farm equipment, window mechanisms, coupling mechanisms, car-wash
equipment and chains.

Code: 3135 / MD-CO2130 (24 p/box)

WHITE LITHIUM GREASE
A high purity, high quality grade white lithium based grease lubricant. Provides long lasting lubrication with excellent
water and heat resistance, corrosion protection and film strength. Reduces friction and wear in metal-to-metal and metalto-plastic application and being white in colour allows easy visual film check
Applications: Recommended to lubricate hinges, latches, overhead door tacks, open gears and chains, cables, slide
conveyors, guide rails, cams and pistons. Excellent as a break-in lubrication for bearings. Also used for general purpose
lubrication and corrosion protection for machinery, tools and equipment.

Code: 5037 / MD-CO3050 (12 p/box)

DRY PTFE LUBE
Multi-purpose, micro-thin film lubricant containing PTFE that penetrates and bonds to most surfaces including metal, wood,
rubber, plastic and glass. Prevents sticking, reducing friction and wear, while sealing out moisture.
Applications: Hinges, locks, catches, pulleys, conveyors, machine parts, chutes & slides, coin mechanisms, window
guides, drawers, rollers, control buttons, switches, electrical wires and harnesses.

Code: 3044 / MD-CO2120 (12 p/box)

DI-ELECTRIC GREASE
Non-curing silicone compound used for electrical sealing, lubricating, protecting and insulating. Waterproofs electrical
connections and components. Improves electrical performance in adverse weather conditions.
Applications: Electrical panels, outdoor lighting, scoreboards, traffic lights, high voltage poles, transformers,
disconnects, switching mechanisms, electrical contacts, spark plugs, battery terminals, fasteners, o-rings, rubber and
plastic parts.

Code: 2085 / MD-CO5410 (Silicone paste) (12 p/box)
Code: 3082 / MD-CO3010 (Aerosol) (12 p/box)
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PROTECTION AND CORROSION INHIBITORS
KNOCK’ER LOOSE
An industrial strength, low viscosity super penetrant designed to quickly loosen and free seized, bound or frozen
fasteners. Quickly permeates rust, scale, gum, grease and corrosion on nuts and bolts, pins, screws, bushings, clips,
hinges, snaps, lugs, caps, locks, washers and sliding mechanisms.
Applications: Nuts and bolts, pins, screws, bushings, clips, hinges, snaps, lugs, caps, locks, washers and sliding
mechanisms.

Code: 3020 / MD-CO4010
(12 p/box)

ZINC-IT INSTANT COLD GALVANISE
Excellent touch-up for damaged galvanised coatings and actively fights rust and corrosion. Protects base metal even
when scratched, abraded or dented, an has excellent weldability. Dries to touch in 15 minutes.
Applications: Threads, exposed edges, fasteners, conduit, strapping, welds, fencing, railings, grates, electrical poles,
breaker panel housings, rain spouts, signs, doors, trailers, waste containers, catwalks and guard rails.

Code: 2085a / MD-CO3130
(24 p/box)

SP-400: CORROSION INHIBITOR
Medium-term corrosion inhibitor for machined surfaces and assemblies subjected to long periods of storage or adverse
shipping conditions. It is an easily removable film that will provide protection of all equipment subject to heat humidity,
chemicals and severely corrosive atmospheres. Medium-term protection for all metals during shipment or extended
storage.
Applications: Precision machine surfaces, shafts, motors, start-up lubricant for stored machinery, assemblies in
storage or in shipment, equipment exposed to elements, outdoor storage of raw materials & finished stock.

Code: 3262 / MD-CO4060 (SP-350)
(12 p/box)

URETHANE SEAL COAT
Provides a coating that insulates electrical equipment and seals out water and moisture. This clear formulation is an
excellent insulator of PC boards, since it allows visualisation of circuit paths. Red provides for a striking contrast. Dries
quickly to a hard, durable, flexible and non-conductive film.
Applications: Motor windings, terminals, bus bars, commutator ends, stator coils and PC boards..

Code: 18410 / MD-CO3070 (Red) (12 p/box)
Code: 18411 / MD-CO3080 (Clear) (12 p/box)

RUST CONVERTER
Neutralises rust and converts it to a tough, black primer in one easy step. Not more scraping or sandblasting. Protects
surfaces for years. Hundreds of applications for auto, marine, RV, heavy trucking, construction, utility service, hardware
and home.
Applications: Cars, truck frames/beds, boats & trailers, railings, bridges, storage tanks, transmission towers, fences,
iron or steel furniture, equipment, tools, etc.

Code: 18418 / MD-CO3100
(12 p/box)
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SPECIALITY
INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE REMOVER
A low VOC, industrial strength adhesive remover specially formulated for quick removal of adhesives. Specially
formulated to remove adhesive labels from many substrates.
Applications: Removing labelling from machinery, removing tar from equipment, softening liquid adhesive and
adhesive tape residue.

Code: 3250 / MD-CO0210 (12 p/box)

WELDER’S ANTI-SPATTER
Prevents spatter from adhering to surrounding metal surfaces during welding. Eliminates the need to chisel, grind or
wire brush after welding. Water based formula allows easy clean-up without the use of solvent cleaners. Does not
contain silicone. Contains no ODCs. Rust inhibiting additive prevents flash rust on in-process and surrounding metal
surfaces. Non-hazardous composition. Low odour.

Code: 3083 / MD-CO0170 (24 p/box)

WELD CHECK PENETRANT REMOVER
A quick drying solvent cleaner/degreaser and excess penetrant remover for the non-destructive testing of metal surfaces
by liquid penetrant inspection.
Applications: Non-destructive inspection of materials, parts, assemblies, equipment, surfaces or structures.

Code: 3108 / MD-CO4060 (12 p/box)

AUTOMOTIVE
MASS AIR FLOW SENSOR CLEANER
Safely cleans and protects MAF sensors and is proven to increase horsepower and improve air/fuel ratio. Reduces
rough idle, hesitation and pinging and improves fuel mileage. Plastic safe and leaves no residue.
Applications: Mass air flow sensors and housing.

Code: 5110 / MD-CO5020 (12 p/box)

GDI IVD INTAKE VALVE CLEANER
This product delivers concentrated advanced Cozol® technology directly to the backs of intake valves. Dissolves bakedon carbon deposits, improves MPG, increases power and reduces rough idle. Effective for use on GDI and standard
PTFE engines and is 150% more concentrated than premium fuel additives.
Applications: Air intake valves on GDI or standard fuel injected engines.

Code: 5319 / MD-CO5380 (12 p/box)

BATTERY TERMINAL PROTECTOR
Permanent pour ‘n go head gasket & block repair compatible with all types of anti-freeze. Repairs cooling system leaks
w/3 unique technologies; military-strength fibres nanotechnology & Coll-X™ Conditioner - the ultimate solution for all
coolant leaks.
Applications: Repairs head gaskets, engine blocks, intake gaskets, cylinder heads, freeze plugs, heater cores and
coolant leaks on cars, trucks and buses.

Code: 5046 / MD-CO3060 (12 p/box)
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